TED History Togetherness
2021
My Lockdown Challenge in Lincolnshire.
My life changed in early March 2020, I had been
elected by ballot to be the President of our small
Women’s Institute (WI) in Binbrook, Lincolnshire.
During my thank you speech, I told members I had lots of ideas to get
everybody mixing together at meetings, but two weeks later all our
lives changed.
Panic stations! How on earth could I be a WI President of an institute
unable to meet. All eighteen members are either over 65, in an at risk
category or in a household where an at risk person lives. I spoke to
every member, I needed something in which all of us could become
equally involved in on a regular basis.
Emailing would be the cheapest and easiest way to keep in contact, but
a third of the members did not, could not or would not contemplate
using modern electronic devises to communicate, it was a challenge
that needed to be met and quickly.
A plan came together, two ladies were helped to set up email
addresses. Another member, a non computer user, had someone in
their household who was, but that still left two members isolated. A
little lateral thinking was needed.
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A relative not in the same house stepped in to help their mother and lastly a close friend and fellow
member offered to be the final link in the chain, everyone would now have the same access to
whatever was emailed out.
Members said they wished to have a light hearted newsletter and so each Monday morning, a
chatty email goes out to be discussed and commented on. A member suggested we send round
photos of our own wildlife gardens when we should have been planting trees with the local primary
school to mark World Earth Day. On VE day photos of decorated households were circulated. Any
useful contact information from bona-fide sources is included.
To bring us closer together on our meeting week, I asked everybody to say in not more than 15
words what their ‘flower of the month’ competition entry would have been plus their entry for the
ever changing themed competitions. The April theme was ‘My favourite handbag’, as we should
have been learning about handbag history. The following week all members voted. The hand bag
that won was “well travelled, well loved, loyal but dreadfully scruffy”. May’s winning flower was,
Pink and white apple blossom evoking thoughts of pie, crumble and custard.
Linking up by Zoom, phone calls and chance (two metre apart) meetings outside the village
shop, all compliment the weekly emails. Life in lockdown has changed our way of being
together, but after 50 weeks of emails I feel I know my members far better than I would have
if the past 12 months had not happened.
Mrs Hilary Harris, President Binbrook & District WI, Lincolnshire North
Federation.

